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"A Kuku / Peek-a-boo!" 
Let's get to know Kuku better, combining fun in guessing with learning colors.
"Peek-a-boo!" supports the child's memory, ability to reason and anticipate. 

"Kuku-ryku"
The colorful Kuku bird wakes up in a good mood in the morning and sets off to
meet his friends. He rushes with the cow through the meadow, plays football with
the dog, admires the beautiful eagle owl, while imitating the sounds: mee, bee,
muu, hau hau, kum kum. In this way, in the rhythm of everyday games and
activities, we learn onomatopoeic words and teach the child to pronounce simple
syllables. It is possible because of rhyming text, funny situations and various
emotions of our hero.

"Kuku-wyliczanka / Kuku counting rhyme"
Kuku counts what he sees around him: leaves, ladybugs, owls, squirrels. The
higher he flies, the more surprises he gets. In this way, each page of this book is a
game of numbers from 1 to 10. Illustrations with counting elements of different
sizes help to children to spot details. Rhythmic, rhyming text encourages repeated
reading and creative exercise.
Fun counts!

boardbooks, 160 x 160 mm, 10 spreads + cover

Rights sold: Hungarian

"Kuku" series 
by Basia Flores
0-2 years

Series of first-concept books for
toddlers with Kuku as a leading
character. Kuku is a colorful bird,
always curious about the world. 
He has polka-dot wings, blue shoes
and a pompom cap. 

 Basia Flores' illustrations are an
inspiring journey between colors,
shapes and emotions.

 



My Mum My Dad
text Małgorzata Swędrowska 
illustrations Joanna Bartosik
picture book, 3+

Mum is always on the way, laughs, can  tell a story... Dad flies,
comforts, moves mountains ... Parents can do anything!
The book has two perspectives. The first is the child's point of
view. We read simple sentences, interpret illustrations and
look for details of our own experiences in them. The second
perspective is intended for the parent who defines his
parenting in all shades of emotion.

195 x 195 mm, 32 pages, hardcover

Rights sold: Korean, French



My Grandma, My Grandpa 
text Małgorzata Swędrowska 
illustrations Joanna Bartosik
picture book, 3+

Grandmother in sneakers, grandfather in swimming
trunks. Grandmother like a pearl, grandfather like a shell.
They have their passions, dreams, joys and cares. They are
advanced in age but in their hearts they are always young -
and in love with their grandchildren. 

195 x 195 mm, 32 pages, hardcover

Rights sold: Korean



My Sister My Brother
text Małgorzata Swędrowska 
illustrations Joanna Bartosik
picture book, 3+

The sibling relationship is a real swing and a mix of
feelings. There is room for competition, jealousy and
anger but also admiration, care and love. The authors
create situations that make up the family and everyday
life of siblings. The illustrations complete the text and
inspire you to tell your own stories and find ambiguities.

195 x 195 mm, 32 pages, hardcover

Rights sold: Korean



Warsaw Pyjamarama
Frédérique Bertrand, Michaël Leblond
picture book, 3+

An animated picture book from the bestselling series
Pyjamarama. The picture book sensation sweeping France
has arrived in Poland. Join our pyjama hero as he leaves
his bedroom to see the most beautiful sights of Warsaw. 

Authors use ombro cinema animation technique based on
optical illusion. The included striped foil lets your
illustrations come to life. It is enough to put the foil
against the ribbed picture and very slowly move it from
one edge of the page to the other.

240 x 320 mm, 24 pages, soft cover



Balticarium
Natalia Uryniuk
non-fiction, 7+

Why is the Baltic cold and salty? What is phytobenthos?
What does mussel and oystercatcher look like? Who
invented the beach chair? The Balticarium is an illustrated
album about the Baltic Sea, animals, plants, ports,
lighthouses, secrets but also ecological threats. We will
visit cities, beaches and places of interest of the Baltic
countries: Poland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland,
Estonia, Russia, Latvia and Lithuania. Discover Baltic’s 
 unique charm. Especially now when our planet are calling
for help.

240 x 320 mm, 24 pages, soft cover



The ABCs of Polish Culture
Ewa Solarz, Małgorzata Miśkowiec, Karol Szafraniec
non-fiction, 12+
Why Stanisław Lem is known all over the world, who created Crowd – looking
alike sculptures placed in many countries, who composed one of the most
famous lullaby?
Non-fiction publication which focuses on the unique role that Polish artists
play on the world map of culture of the last hundred years. The book presents
44 artists and their representative works which gained great international
recognition. The works are divided into 11 areas of culture - literature, graphics,
painting, film, classical music, jazz, theater, sculpture, photography,
architecture and new technologies - and these are represented by four pieces
of art. Authors discovers different ways to international success and the reason
why these works have an impact on the world culture to this day.

44 outstanding works have been not depicted by their photographs but
interpreted by 11 contemporary Polish illustrators. Their graphic commentary
on the past is today's interpretation of what is important, inspiring and open to
the world in the Polish culture and gives a special value to the project.

Strong points: international context, wider cultural perspective on trends and
innovation, selection of worldwide known artists.

285 x 200 mm, 120 pages, hard cover



Paczłorkowcy / Patchworks
Jarosław Murawski, Maja Wolna
fiction, 10+

The  story of a boy living in a "non-nuclear" family. He tries to
understand reality and complexity of contemporary relations between
adults.  He describes the world from the perspective of an adolescent
child but also a full member of the family tribe, who has the right to
vote: accept or object. There is time for bitter reflection, sincere
laughter and conflicting emotions. For young readers it is surprisingly
far from compulsory reading, for adults - surprisingly close to reality.

170 x 270 mm, 80 pages, hard cover



backlist 
Wytwórniki series / workbook series
3-10 years



backlist / design and art
The ABC of Polish Design, The ABC of Design, Everything is Art to Me
Ewa Solarz, Agnieszka Kowalska, Agata Szydłowska
non-fiction, 7+



backlist social issues
Egaliterra, Who are you?, I have the right!
Joanna olech, Edgar Bąk
picture book, fiction / 7+

Rights sold: Korean, Spanish, Slovak Rights sold: Slovak Rights sold: Korean, French, Spanish



backlist 
What a Tree!
What a City!
non-fiction / 7+



backlist 
Dino Bambino by Sylwia Chutnik
fiction / 6+

Hey Szprotka by Agnieszka Kowalska
picture book/ 6+



backlist / MUSIC
Wszystko gra /All in Tune
picture book / 5+

Co tu jest grane? / What is playing here?
picture book/ 6+



backlist / reprints from the 60. by Janusz Stanny
About a Painter Redhead like a Brick
picture book / 3+

The Tale about King Dardanel
picture book/ 3+

Rights sold: French, Chinese. Korean Rights sold: French, Chinese, Korean
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